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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 198 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.6in.Ghost or Spirit Learn
the difference between Earth-bound ghosts and spirits who cross over in medium Rob Gutros first
book. Rob is a meteorologist who uses science to explain their existence and communications. He
wrote this book to give hope to others who lost people or pets. In this very personal book, read
about how his father passed and gave messages during his funeral to prove he was still there. Share
in Robs adventures with the dead as he explores his abilities and gives proof they still exist. Read
how spirits watch over and guide us. Rob was inspired to write this book after a puppy he had was
tragically killed in an accident. The puppys spirit returned many times, as many pets do. Rob
explains and gives examples of messages from pets who have passed on. Walk in historic places, on
ghost walks and in various locations where ghosts or spirits were encountered. Read about ghostly
or spirit encounters from others around the U. S. and learn how to recognize signs yourself. Rob
takes you on a...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth acquiring. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the blogger publish this book.
-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston-- Prof. Stanley Hermiston

This publication is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger write this
publication.
-- Eliseo Rippin-- Eliseo Rippin
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